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   Fribourg, November 2018 
 
 
Vibro-Meter® CE680, CE110I and PV102 vibration sensors 
 
 
Dear Customer,  
 
We are contacting you further to your past purchase of CE680, CE110I or PV102 IEPE vibration 
sensors from Meggitt’s Vibro-Meter® product line. While we trust that these products have served 
you well, Meggitt is committed to offering our customers the best possible measurement and 
monitoring solutions, to help you to get the most from your machinery. This naturally involves 
updating and replacing items in our product range. 
 
Accordingly, this letter is to inform you about the replacement of the CE680, CE110I and PV102 by 
our new range of CE6xx and PV6xx general-purpose vibration sensors. 
 
The CE680 is replaced by the CE620 and the affected part numbers are: 

 444-680-000-511  replaced by  444-620-000-011-A1-B100 

 444-680-000-611  replaced by  444-620-000-011-A1-B100 

 
The CE110I is also replaced by the CE620 and the affected part number is: 

 VMD CE110 I  replaced by  444-620-000-011-A2-B100 

 
The PV102 is replaced by the PV660 and the affected part numbers are: 

 440-102-000-011  replaced by  440-660-000-011-A1 

 440-102-000-111  replaced by  440-660-000-011-A2 (Ex certification pending) 

 
As part of our complete solutions for vibration sensing and monitoring, the new CE6xx and PV6xx 
product offering consists of a wider range of accelerometers and velocity sensors, including 
equivalent replacements for legacy CE680, CE110I and PV102 products, that will be used for all 
future applications. 
 
After the stock of existing CE680, CE110I and PV102 sensors runs out, new CE6xx and PV6xx 
sensors will automatically be confirmed for all deliveries. This transition is expected in Q1, 2019. 
Please do not hesitate to contact your Meggitt representative, who will help you with any further 
questions you may have. 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 

 
 
Frédéric Micco  
Senior Product Manager (Energy) 
Direct tel: +41 (0)26 407 12 35 
Email: frederic.micco@ch.meggitt.com 


